**What is Russian.**

**Abstract.** An attempt is made to explain the features of the Russian people. The main feature is the presence of a significant percentage of externally European people, but with Mongoloid thinking. The reasons for the appearance of narrow-eyedness in the Mongoloid race are also set forth. The hypothesis of the emergence of collective thinking in people is also set forth. Which was the cause of the emergence of communist ideology, socialism and communism as a social system.

Alexander Dubinyansky and Pavel Churlyaev.

We will tell a monstrous secret. A mystery that no one knows yet. But without knowing this secret, we will never understand who we are and where we need to move.

Do you remember Pushkin's story "The Shot"? About unknown origin of hatred between officers, soldiers, between people. In life you meet with many people. But one day you meet a man who behaves incomprehensibly. And hatred begins. Hateful hatred, which even according to biblical stories ends with ripping off the skin with a living enemy. The hatred between soldiers leads to hazing, between officers leads to dueling. Hate exists between people. There are people who can not exist together because they hate each other.

Hate exists among animals. Hates each other dogs and cats. At any level. A flock of dogs kills a cat. Big cats, tigers, kill all the dogs in the village.

Approximately 30-50 thousand years ago, when the most advanced haplogroup was N, and in Siberia there was an acceptable climate, part of this haplogroup moved to the north. The other part remained to the south and continued on its way to South Asia. A few thousand years the climate in Siberia has cooled. And the grouping of N in Siberia was faced with enormous difficulties. Snow, snow blindness, blizzards, greatly changed this people and led him to narrow-eyed. But not only the appearance has changed. In an effort to survive, the inner essence of these people has changed. Maybe they lived a lot of people in yurts. Maybe they hunted together for mammoths. They became collective. Of course, all the described processes did not have an absolute and total character. But on the average, the Mongolian nation was born. With a collective core.

Later, part of this haplogroup acquired a mutation O, which settled to the south and formed China. At the same time, that part of the grouping that remained to the south, it partly evolved into haplogroups, successively, P, Q and R. Once again, these dispersal processes occurred not in pure, but in statistical form, with a wide variety of variations.

Occurred from the southern group of N through P and Q, the haplogroup R spread to the west, in the priurine, then it stratified into haplogroups R1a and R1b, which spread to Europe in different ways.

Meanwhile, part of the narrow-eyed (northern) haplogroup N, along with its derivatives O, P, Q, moved to America and settled along the North and South America.

In Europe, the most ancient events took place: the wave R1b passed along the Mediterranean Sea, reached present-day Spain, France and England. And the northern route, through central Europe, settled the haplogroup R1a. And then they collided. Approximately 4,5 thousand years ago. Fraternal haplogroups, but passed in different ways and absorbed many other genetics. And then a "period of fractured skulls" happened. The brotherly haplogroup R1b exterminated the haplogroup R1a in Western Europe.

Approximately at the same time, part of the haplogroup R1a left for India and was successfully settled down there. Part of the haplogroup R1a remained on the territory of Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Poland, Slovakia, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan.
Then several thousand years there were known historical events in ancient Egypt, Italy, Greece until Columbus discovered America. After that, all of Europe broke down in America, mercilessly exterminating the American Indians, relatives of Siberian Russians N and Chinese O. Why did this kind of extermination take place? Because there were two mentality: the collective Siberian and the selfish European. These are two antagonists who hated each other as cats with dogs. Hardened American collectivists refused to accept European gods. This was the first clash of Mongoloids and Caucasians.

Later, the Americans dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki without special military need. With respect to the Chinese, Europe too has pursued a very aggressive policy, exterminating them with millions. It is generally accepted that this they wanted to intimidate the USSR. Yes, they did. Although they did not understand what the USSR was like.

But the story does not end there. Beginning with the appearance of haplogroup R, it continuously contacts the narrow-eyed haplogroup N and its derivatives along the north of Siberia. This occurs in parallel with the resettlement of haplogroup R to the west and haplogroup N also to the west. So they moved, constantly fighting with each other. And in these wars a new, Russian nation was born. It is a nation with European appearance and Mongoloid psychology. This is the greatness of Russia and its unpredictable path. Approximately 30% of today's Russia is made up of people haplogroup N. Of these, a significant proportion have a completely European appearance, but the Chinese are inside. Approximately 45% of people are haplogroup R1a, with quite European psychology, but among them there are many narrow-eyed. These are quite comparable quantities and the influence of these and these can not be neglected. All kinds of impurities in the nation, even with amounts of 3-5 percent, have a strong influence on the mentality of the people. And this ratio of 30:45 undoubtedly creates very big differences.

The result of these collectivist features of the Russian people was a strong lag from civilization and progress, which was inhibited by the rejection of the achievements of single geniuses. Civilization is built by the efforts of individuals. The result was numerous wars and uprisings against the tsar, the last of which was the civil war of 1918.

At the heart of the invasion of Napoleon and Hitler also lies the conflict between different psychologies of peoples.

Today the situation is again tense. The main conflict occurs between the north and the south and is pumped up by western Europe. This conflict is expressed in the confrontation of the collectivist Grudinin and the egoist Putin. And it will not end until we find a stable form of coexistence of all types of people.

And in China, thanks to the experience of the USSR, they understood what they need. The people really believed in the possibility of survival of collectivism in the world. And they blossomed.

Interview. How do you see the above picture that in Russia 30% collectivists and 45% selfish, the rest are uncertain?
1. Rather yes than no
2. Rather no than yes
3. Your answer
4. And hell knows, Comrade Major.

12  27%  1.
11  24%  2.
3     7%   3.
19  42%  4.
Total votes: 45
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